Tennis Match Results
UC Riverside vs Colorado State
Feb 10, 2018 at Las Vegas, NV
(Fertitta Tennis Complex)

Colorado State 4, UC Riverside 3

**Singles competition**
1. Priscilla Palermo (CSU) def. Karla Dulay (UCR) 6-0, 6-1
2. Emily Luetschwager (CSU) def. Sara Khattab (UCR) 6-2, 6-4
3. Alyssa Grijalva (CSU) def. Chloe Pham (UCR) 6-4, 6-4
4. Tia Elpusan (UCR) def. Emily Kolbow (CSU) 6-4, 6-1
5. Lauren Wolfe (UCR) def. Emma Corwin (CSU) 7-5, 6-2
6. Tracy Van (UCR) def. Solene Crawley (CSU) 6-2, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Alyssa Grijalva/Priscilla Palermo (CSU) def. Sara Khattab/Tia Elpusan (UCR) 6-0
2. Emily Kolbow/Emily Luetschwager (CSU) def. Lauren Wolfe/Tamila Vaksman (UCR) 6-1
3. Riley Reeves/Emma Corwin (CSU) vs. Karla Dulay/Tracy Van (UCR) 3-3, unfinished

Match Notes:
UC Riverside 1-5
Colorado State 3-3
Order of finish: Doubles (1,2); Singles (1,4,6,2,5,3)